and letters that show philosophical content, though composed by authors not usually studied as philosophers.2 As letters from different historical and geographical contexts will be treated synchronically, the following nuances should be considered. First, it is evident that some of the letters that I will examine are fictitious, spurious or pseudonymous. Even in antiquity, letters were thought to be easily forged, which caused suspicion about the authenticity of philosophical letters (Plut., Lyc. 19.13).3 Potential forgeries should not, however, discredit all ancient epistolary exchange as implausible.4 While their authorship requires careful study, epistolary exchanges between philosophers probably existed.5 Besides, pseudonymous and fictitious epistles should be treated as epistolary genres in their own right rather than dismissed as forgeries. 6 Second, epistles became a literary genre around the third century bce.7 Hence Plato's authentic letters, being older, differ from later pieces. However, they were not necessarily private either: open letters with a public content were more likely to be kept and copied.8 There was little interest in preserving trivial letters-besides, they were considered odd though their existence was acknowledged (Plut., Alex. 42.1; Dem. 29.4; Brut. 5.4) and some have come down to us.9 Hence determining whether a letter is private or public may help
